Introduction {#S1}
============

Monogamy and Pair Bonding {#S1.SS1}
-------------------------

The word *monogamy* permeates scientific and popular literature on animals, including humans ([@B192]; [@B188]; [@B45]). Monogamy is found across species. While it is relatively rare in mammals (4--5%) ([@B100]), it is more common in primates (∼15%) ([@B46]) and is the dominant breeding strategy in birds (∼90%) ([@B103]; [@B163]; [@B164]). Monogamy is also found in insects ([@B125]; [@B93]), lizards ([@B27]), and fish ([@B3]; [@B122]; [@B187]). Traditionally the term monogamy has been used to refer to an "absolute commitment" between a male and female: the male and female breed exclusively with each other, both participate in parental care, remain completely committed social partners, and benefit from reduced sexual conflict ([@B192]; [@B188]; [@B45]). This monogamous partnership between a male and female is referred to as a pair bond. However, monogamy as a reproductive strategy has resulted from various evolutionary trajectories and is correspondingly diverse; thus, our understanding of monogamy is continually being re-evaluated and developed ([@B74]; [@B150]; [@B151]; [@B111]; [@B46]; [@B172]).

Many of the behavioral interactions between monogamous partners are highly marked, pair-specific expressions of affiliation seemingly resulting from, and reserved for, a pair bond. These highly marked, exclusive pair-directed interactions may be obvious during courtship and initial pair bond formation ([@B185]; [@B167]; [@B114]; [@B131]) as well as during the coordination of parental duties ([@B115]). Additionally, for territorial or non-gregarious species the monogamous partnership may be the primary affiliative relationship. For example, selective affiliation for a mate and increased aggression toward novel opposite-sex individuals is used to classify the presence/absence of a pair bond in prairie voles (*Microtus ochrogaster*) ([@B189]; [@B154]). The vast majority of research on the behavioral and physiological mechanisms of pair bonding has taken advantage of these highly-marked examples of monogamy, and this approach has successfully revealed remarkable conservation of key behavioral and neurobiological mechanisms of pair bonding across species. These behavioral and neural mechanisms have been foundational for our understanding of pair bonding across taxa (reviewed in [@B194]; [@B127]; [@B47]).

Our ever-expanding understanding of the complexity of pair bonding is evident from the changing definition of monogamy itself. Traditionally, monogamy was used to describe partnerships in which individuals have a single, exclusive sexual partner, referred to as genetic monogamy ([@B192]; [@B188]; [@B45]). However, we now know that genetic monogamy is rare: both within and across breeding periods males and females employ flexible mating strategies ([@B150]; [@B46]). Indeed, the vast majority of monogamous species are serially (sequentially) socially monogamous, having a single partner at a time, but multiple partners over a lifetime ([@B188]; [@B150]). For example, humans may be classified as serially monogamous ([@B124]), and most songbird species form new, transient bonds with each subsequent breeding season ([@B56]). Even within a breeding season, it is common for both males and females to participate in extra-pair courtship. While the pervasiveness of extra-pair mating was discovered in songbirds, it is also seen in mammals, including the prairie vole ([@B166]; [@B129]) and several species of primates ([@B46]). Today, the term monogamy is predominately used to describe cases where a male and female cohabit, referred to as social monogamy ([@B20]; [@B150]).

Research on both the behavioral and neurobiological underpinnings of monogamy has contributed to our understanding of the great diversity in pair bond phenotypes. There is growing evidence that the neurobiological mechanisms supporting pair bonds change over time, particularly between formation and maintenance ([@B4]; [@B142]; [@B154]; [@B160]). More broadly, the neurobiology of social bonds also varies by relationship type ([@B12], [@B13], [@B11]). Behaviorally, both within and across species, pair bonds vary in many dimensions including duration and apparent strength of the bond ([@B20]; [@B172]). Additionally, although biparental care is typically associated with monogamous mating systems, it is neither ubiquitous nor uniform. For species that do display biparental care, there is significant variation in how parental duties are shared between the male and female ([@B36]; [@B91]; [@B37]). Given the tremendous diversity in monogamy, it has even been argued that the term social monogamy is too general, capturing too many distinct phenotypes to be useful ([@B172]). Considering the remarkable variability in monogamy within and across species, it stands to reason that highly marked behavioral interactions of pair bonds only represent a small subset of bonds and contexts. In other words, while we have a clear sense of the shared biological basis of pair bonding, we know very little about the behavioral and neurobiological mechanisms underlying the full range of social bonds and diversity in pair bonding phenotypes.

Challenges in Studying Pair Bonding {#S1.SS2}
-----------------------------------

There are many challenges when it comes to extending our understanding of monogamy to encompass the diversity that exists across pair bonds. One challenge is that many of the highly marked behavioral variables described above are not applicable across species or contexts. An example of this problem across species can be demonstrated by attempting to apply behavioral variables from certain key model systems to other systems. For example, partner preference is a widely used behavioral metric for identifying monogamously bonded pairs; however, partner preference is not a clear indicator of pair bonds in all species ([@B140]). Rather, selective affiliation may be specific to modality and context ([@B71]; [@B63]). Even within a species, marked courtship displays are often absent, rare, or dramatically reduced in intensity after initial pair bonding. In other cases, the specific affiliative behaviors that are necessary for the formation of pair bonds may not be necessary for the maintenance of those bonds ([@B174], [@B175]). Overall, it has been particularly challenging to identify changes in affiliative behavior following the formation of a pair bond ([@B189]; [@B31]; [@B154]; [@B160]). Current research on pair-bond maintenance often requires interrogation of relatively subtle behavioral dynamics ([@B144], [@B141]; [@B160]).

A second challenge is how to disentangle the role of parental behavior and biparental care from pair bonding. As indicated above, the extent to which parental duties are shared varies both within and across species. Furthermore, for species that form and actively maintain life-long pair bonds, pair-directed behavior during breeding periods and non-breeding periods can be quite different ([@B20]), thus it is unclear how to compare pair bonds between breeding and non-breeding periods. Not only is this another case in which highly marked behavioral interactions may not be relevant across species and contexts, but this confound raises another set of challenges. First, across species, reproductive behaviors occur under specific neuroendocrine states, during which hormones have profound effects on brain and behavior in order to orchestrate breeding behavior and physiology. This observation raises the question of whether there are distinct neurobiological mechanisms underlying pair-directed behavior during breeding and non-breeding periods. Conversely, it is also important to know how the neuroendocrine conditions associated with breeding impact the expression of the behavioral metrics associated with pair bonding ([@B142]). Furthermore, the confound of biparental care raises questions about how we conceptualize a successful, or strongly bonded, partnership. From an evolutionary perspective, monogamy is a breeding strategy, and evaluation of monogamous partnerships requires assessment of an individual's reproductive success. There is evidence, however, that for monogamous species reproductive success is related to behavioral, not genetic, compatibility between partners ([@B92]), and for species that form long-term pair bonds, reproductive success increases with time ([@B77]). This highlights the importance of assessing reproductive success across an individuals' lifespan and raises the question of how a pair's experience outside of breeding cycles impacts reproductive success.

A third challenge comes from the fact that not all pair-directed affiliative behaviors are equal. This is true both with respect to the functional significance of affiliative behaviors for a pair bond as well as the value of a behavioral metric of pair bonding for researchers. For example, the same affiliative behaviors used to assess the strength or quality of a bond are also often used to identify the presence of a pair bond initially. By this reasoning, it may be assumed that strongly bonded pairs display more affiliative behaviors across domains. However, various disruptions (e.g., brief stressors, pharmacological and hormonal manipulations) often affect one type of affiliative behavior and not another ([@B145]), or affect different types of behaviors in opposing ways ([@B144], [@B139]). Such experiments raise the question of how different behavioral components contribute to the formation and maintenance of pair bonds as well as how to assess the consequences of such perturbations on pair bonds. Indeed, there is evidence that certain pair-directed behaviors may be more important for monogamous partnerships \[e.g., allopreening ([@B97])\].

In order to address these three challenges, we need to identify meaningful dependent variables that can be used to assess the dynamic nature of bonds over time and across contexts (both during breeding and non-breeding periods) and that can support comparisons across species. Because pair bonding fundamentally requires individuals to respond to and align with each other's behavior, I have turned to behavioral coordination or synchrony as a fundamental behavioral "unit" necessary for understanding social bonding. Behavioral synchrony has specific operational definitions that may be applied across types of affiliative behaviors, timescales, and social contexts. More broadly, behavioral synchrony could be applied as a framework with which to interpret changes or differences in subtle aspects of pair-directed affiliation. Importantly, although behavioral synchrony has been studied across taxa, including insects, fish, birds, and mammals ([@B17]; [@B59]; [@B50]), research on behavioral synchrony is faced with its own set of challenges. Understanding the challenges associated with studying behavioral synchrony itself is necessary in order to determine how behavioral synchrony may be used as a variable to deepen our understanding of pair bonding.

A Note on Methods: Behavioral Synchrony {#S2}
=======================================

Behavioral coordination is inextricably linked with sociality, and synchrony is a ubiquitous component of that coordination. Behavioral coordination/synchrony is essential for a wide range of behaviors including: schooling/flocking ([@B21]; [@B76]), group living ([@B41]; [@B68]), hunting ([@B81]; [@B6]), and heterospecific communication \[reviewed in [@B50]\]. In general it is clear that behavioral synchrony promotes social cohesion ([@B136]; [@B98]), affiliation ([@B155]), and prosocial behavior ([@B180]; [@B5]; [@B78]) (reviewed in [@B50]). One of the most significant challenges exists in operationalizing synchrony or coordination.

Here I use the term *behavioral synchrony* broadly to encompass the temporal and/or spatial coordination of behaviors as well as physiological and biological states during social interactions. In ethology, it has been proposed that behavioral synchrony has multiple components, including local synchrony (being in the same place at the same time), temporal synchrony (switching actions at the same time), and allelomimicry (engaging in the same behavior at the same time) \[reviewed in [@B50]\]. In human research, the terms *interpersonal coordination* or *motor-sensory interpersonal synchrony* (individuals moving together and receiving the same sensory stimulation at the same time) are used to capture the integrated nature of bio-behavioral coordination ([@B17]; [@B153]). Importantly behavioral synchrony is not limited to two individuals (dyads). For example, it is critical for understanding group dynamics such as schooling/flocking ([@B21]; [@B76]) and colony living ([@B41]; [@B68]). However, for the purpose of this review, I focus on research that investigates behavioral synchrony in social dyads. Furthermore, as a fundamental component of social behavior, many lines of research across disciplines are relevant to investigations of behavioral synchrony. This focus is particularly relevant for animal behavior research, where the terms behavioral synchrony and coordination are less pervasive than in human research. For example, spatial proximity or coordinated activities, which are commonly used dependent variables ([@B145], [@B144], [@B139]; [@B142]), are not referred to in the literature as measures of synchrony, despite that they would be classified as synchrony by the above definitions. Considered generally, spatial proximity itself is a hallmark of pair bonding and social bonding in birds and other species ([@B20]; [@B70]; [@B55]; [@B169]); but such research lines are not included here.

Furthermore, given that behavioral synchrony promotes social cohesion ([@B136]; [@B98]), affiliation ([@B155]), and prosocial behavior ([@B180]; [@B5]; [@B78]), it is easy to assume that behavioral synchrony must be positively correlated with pair bonding. Certainly the importance of synchrony in terms of temporal alignment and turn-taking is evident in highly marked behavioral interactions associated with monogamy such as vocal duetting ([@B80]; [@B79]; [@B128]), courtship ([@B130]) and territorial displays ([@B152]). However, in many cases these behavioral interactions are specific to key contexts, again leaving it unclear whether this type of coordination is important to pair bonds more generally. Additionally, increased coordination during these marked interactions may not afford any advantage to the partnership ([@B170]). In fact, there has been very little research interrogating the relationship between behavioral coordination and pair bonding. At this time there is no clear evidence that behavioral synchrony is specialized or enhanced in monogamous partnerships, and it remains unclear whether synchrony is important for the formation and maintenance of pair bonds or whether variation in the pattern or extent of synchrony is of consequence for monogamous partnerships.

I situate this review within two extensive bodies of work illustrating the importance of moment-to-moment synchrony for monogamous partnerships. First, drawing from rich lines of work in behavioral ecology, I introduce evidence that behavioral synchrony "scales up." More specifically, I describe the phenomenon that the coordination of parental duties (over the course of hours to days) is achieved during subtle behaviors within brief social interactions. This "active negotiation" of parental duties introduces the notion of behavioral synchrony, alignment, and coordination during brief moments as a type of information exchange. Additionally, I work to address the challenges raised above regarding the confounds that result from focusing on monogamous partnerships during breeding periods. Second, I discuss the extensive literature from human research across the fields of psychology, sociology and anthropology, that have worked to operationalize interpersonal coordination during brief social interactions. This research elegantly integrates and extends the concept of synchrony beyond the behavior of individuals to peripheral physiology and neurobiology. Additionally, this work introduces the importance of our ability to perceive synchrony. In humans, we have a remarkable intrinsic capacity to assess interpersonal coordination of others and the consequences of interpersonal synchrony. Third, I present some of my recent work aimed at experimentally bridging these perspectives from behavioral ecology and social psychology. This work demonstrates the role of sex, social context and social experience in behavioral synchrony by quantifying moment-to-moment behavioral synchrony during brief social interactions in songbird (zebra finch) dyads ([@B141], [@B143]).

Combined, these three areas of research highlight that behavioral synchrony (1) is a shared premise for sociality across species, (2) is deeply shaped by social experience and (3) can be assessed across timescales and behavioral/physiological levels. Importantly, while there is abundant evidence supporting the notion that behavioral synchrony is a fundamental component of monogamous partnerships, there is little evidence that behavioral synchrony is unique to, specialized for, or enhanced in monogamous partnerships. I discuss the significance of this apparent incongruity in the general discussion at the end of the manuscript.

Behavioral Coordination and Biparental Care in Birds {#S3}
====================================================

For the majority of monogamous bird species, the male and female partner share parental duties. However, both within and between species there is substantial variation in the extent to which parental duties are shared. Across many species, parental duties appear to be actively negotiated at the level of the pair. This active negotiation takes place during brief social interactions at the nest, both during incubation (temperature regulation) and nestling provisioning (feeding of chicks). These social interactions often involve dynamic vocal exchanges that are modulated by nesting phase, individual identity as well as by other factors (e.g., presence of a predator) ([@B113]; [@B115]). The evidence suggesting that these brief social interactions are important for the coordination of parental duties comes from a range of avian species in which characteristics of these brief social interactions have been related to the coordination of parental duties and/or reproductive success of the pair.

There is substantial research from the fields of behavioral and evolutionary ecology on the function of parental coordination across many species of birds. Here, I summarize several of these lines of work, identifying: (1) how behavioral "coordination" or "synchrony" is operationally defined (during brief social interactions and during parental behavior); (2) the behavioral mechanisms (e.g., characteristics of the brief social interactions) that are thought to be involved in the active negotiation of behavioral coordination; and (3) how behavioral measures of coordination have been related to measures of reproductive success or pair bond success. Given the variation in parental behavior across species and by reproductive stage, I summarize these lines of work separately for incubation and provisioning of chicks. Additionally, I work to highlight the species-specific ecologies that influence patterns of parental coordination, the mechanisms by which parental duties are coordinated, and the consequences of parental coordination.

Incubation {#S3.SS1}
----------

The primary goal of parental care during incubation is to control the thermal environment of the eggs. In many species, the female predominately incubates the eggs whereas in others the parents divide incubation duties equally. In species where the male does not incubate, he may perform other duties such as provisioning the female and/or acting as a sentinel and alerting the female to nest predators.

Some of the earliest evidence demonstrating that monogamous partners are actively negotiating and coordinating parental care duties came from research on ring doves (*Streptopelia risoria*). Female ring doves do the majority of the incubation, whereas males typically contribute incubation relief during the day. The extent of this incubation relief varies greatly from pair to pair as males have been observed to incubate 23--76% of the time ([@B186]). This sharing of parental duties is a pair-level phenotype, not entirely driven by the male or female: the proportion of time each partner incubates changes when they are re-paired with a different mate during a new breeding cycle ([@B186]). The majority of these incubation exchanges (over three quarters) are coordinated, meaning they are initiated by the incubating parent and leave no gap in incubation ([@B9]; [@B164]). The most common behavioral exchange associated with this coordinated transition is a brief allopreening bout (almost half of exchanges) ([@B9]). This coordination between partners does not appear to be caused simply by physiological synchrony around the nesting cycle, because switching partners between nests at the same breeding point (thus in the same physiological condition) within a breeding season causes significant disruptions in the timing of incubation bouts, and changes patterns of parental interactions ([@B9]). This experimental evidence is consistent with the notion that the coordination of parental behavior is an emergent consequence of the behavioral interactions between partners.

Female great tits (*Parus major*) also are directly responsible for much of the parental care: they build the nests, incubate the eggs, and brood hatchlings largely alone ([@B43]). Male great tits contribute to parental care by provisioning the female with food while she incubates ([@B87]). Interestingly, the male coordinates his provisioning behavior with the female. During this period, the male and female have brief vocal exchanges where the male sings from a perch and the female answers predominately with calls ([@B73]; [@B23], [@B24]). These vocal exchanges are longer and more rapid when the male feeds the female ([@B24]), and experimentally manipulating food availability shows that females use calling as an honest indicator of their hunger levels ([@B23]). These lines of work emphasize that much behaviorally relevant information can be communicated in these coordinated nesting exchanges.

Male and female zebra finches (*Taeniopygia guttata*) share incubation duties relatively equally. Again this sharing of duties is an active process which appears to be negotiated via calling exchanges ([@B52]; [@B22], [@B25]; [@B183]). These interactive vocal exchanges, similar to "duets," were originally described in wild breeding zebra finches ([@B52]). There are two main types of vocal exchanges, both of which can be initiated by either the male or female. "Meeting sequences" are the dominant vocal exchange during incubating, occurring when one partner returns to the nest, which may or may not result in a nesting exchange (or nesting relief). During "sentinel sequences" one partner is perched outside the nest and the pair has a brief vocal exchange, which seems to be related to shared vigilance and nesting defense ([@B52]; [@B113]). Both types of vocal sequences are very brief (1-2 minutes on average) and both types are characterized by tight temporal coordination and alternation of calling between partners ([@B52]). In wild zebra finch pairs it has been demonstrated that characteristics of these vocal exchanges predict whether or not a nest exchange (or relief) will occur; specifically, the female's call rate and the acoustic structure of her calls predicts whether or not the male performs a nesting relief ([@B25]). In captive zebra finches, the timing of incubation bouts has been experimentally manipulated via delaying the male partners' return to the nest, thus extending the female's incubation bout ([@B23]). Interestingly, call rate and the acoustic structure of calls during the nesting relief following this disruption are significantly affected by the delay and predicts the duration of the female's subsequent time off the nest ([@B23]). Together with the work in great tits, these lines of work emphasize the range of ways birds can coordinate activities using dynamic vocal exchanges at the nest.

Some species also vary in the proportion of pairs that form any type of monogamous partnership. The northern lapwing (*Vanellus vanellus*) is a biparental shorebird that forms monogamous partnerships about 80% of the time ([@B108]). The male's contribution to incubation is highly variable ([@B108]). Typically, incubation exchanges occur at "exchange gaps" and thus are not coordinated exchanges. Having exchange gaps during incubation is not uncommon among shore and seabirds ([@B126]; [@B28]). Prior to departing from the nest, females, but not males, perform vocal displays which appear to signal the male. Female vocalizing increases the likelihood that the male will incubate and decreases the duration of the exchange gap ([@B165]). Despite significant species differences in how incubation duties are shared, the range of ways birds coordinate activities using dynamic vocal exchanges at the nest remains striking.

Provisioning Nestlings {#S3.SS2}
----------------------

Whereas there is significant variation in how incubation duties are shared, there is much greater consistency across species in biparental care around nestling provisioning. The coordination of nestling provisioning can be described in several ways. Parents can either alternate or synchronize the timing of their visits. Synchronization between parents occurs when both parents visit the nest at the same time (typically defined as entering the nest within 1--2 min of each other). This coordination is consistent broadly with the definition of activity synchrony ([@B50]). Parents can also synchronize their foraging trips.

In the vast majority of species studied, parents synchronize a majority of their nest visits and alternate their feeding trips more than would be expected by chance \[great tits ([@B94]); blackcap (*Sylvia atricapilla*) ([@B106]); zebra finches ([@B116]); dovekie (*Alle alle*) ([@B191]); long tailed tits (*Aegithalos caudatus*) ([@B181]); rock sparrow (*Petronia petronia*) ([@B8])\]. As with the coordination of incubation bouts, the coordination of nestling provisioning seems to be an active process, and there are many potential fitness advantages of synchronized provisioning, such as decreasing risk of predation during active foraging and minimizing trips to the nest. Indeed, in great tits, it has been shown that parents may adjust their provisioning of chicks more in response to their partner than to the chicks' begging calls ([@B86]).

There are several lines of evidence suggesting that partner coordination improves reproductive success for the pair ([@B116], [@B117]), minimizes reproductive conflict ([@B8]), and can even decrease sibling conflict ([@B162]). One clear explanation for this fitness advantage is that coordinated provisioning trips decrease the total number of nesting disturbances and thus decreases predation ([@B10]). Partners may also benefit from the increased vigilance of their partners ([@B52]; [@B113]). For example, in the rock sparrow (*Petronia petronia*), biparental care is highly variable and typically one parent (usually the male) will desert the brood at some point prior to the fledging of chicks. Pairs that do not desert, but remain together, appear to be more synchronized ([@B8]). More specifically, partners that remain together have higher levels of alternation of nest visits during provisioning of chicks and increased synchronization of visits ([@B8]). However, the benefit of parental coordination is species-specific.

Physiological Mechanisms and Consequences of Behavioral Synchrony {#S3.SS3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

There has been very little research investigating the physiological mechanisms underlying parental coordination or the reciprocal impact of parental coordination on an individual's brain and behavior. There is, however, considerable evidence that the coordination of reproductive physiologies is important (pairs need to be reproductively ready to breed at the same time), and in species that actively maintain life-long pair bonds the synchronization of yearly patterns in circulating hormone levels within a pair is associated with reproductive success. In graylag geese (*Anser anser)* and domestic geese (*Anser anser domesticus*), yearly patterns of circulating testosterone levels are correlated within a pair, and pairs with more coordinated patterns of circulating testosterone have greater reproductive success ([@B89], [@B90]; [@B88]). [@B88] proposed several possible explanations for this relationship. Pairs with higher testosterone coordination may be more coordinated in their reproductive physiology, and subsequently in their expression of appropriate hormonally-mediated behaviors. Alternatively, hormonal coordination could be a reflection of how behaviorally and hormonally responsive an individual is to their mate ([@B88]). Thus, hormonal synchrony may be a cause or consequence of reproductive success. Furthermore, it is unclear whether it is important for biparental care or pair bonding *per se* ([@B88]).

In a few species, reproductive success has also been linked to pair-level similarity in circulating glucocorticoid levels, although the relationship between the similarity in partner's glucocorticoid levels and reproductive success varies across species. In great tits, pairs with high reproductive success have similar baseline corticosterone levels ([@B133]); additionally, circulating corticosterone levels become more similar between pairs the longer they are together ([@B133]). Similarly, in barn owls (*Tyto alba*) reproductive success is higher for pairs that have greater similarity in baseline corticosterone levels during incubation, but a greater dissimilarity in stress-induced circulating corticosterone levels during provisioning of chicks ([@B18]). However, for eastern bluebird (*Sialia sialis)* parents, similarity in hormone levels (within the pair) does not appear related to reproductive success; although, individual hormonal levels are related to the expression of male and female parental behavior ([@B29]). Combined, even when hormonal similarity does relate to reproductive success, it is unclear how such hormonal alignment would afford pairs greater reproductive success.

At this point it would be purely speculative to say whether relationships between parental coordination and hormonal synchrony are a cause or consequence of behavioral synchrony during brief interactions. One potential strategy that may allow us to disentangle behavioral synchrony (during brief interactions), parental coordination, and hormonal synchrony is to expose pairs to perturbations, disrupting levels of coordination between partners. In general behavioral disruptions are valuable in eliciting pair-directed behavior ([@B145], [@B144]), and disrupting parental coordination has been effectively used to clarify the behavioral mechanisms underlying parental coordination ([@B22], [@B23], [@B25]).

Summary {#S3.SS4}
-------

Together these lines of work highlight the extent to which behavioral coordination between partners may be critical for biparental care in many species. The research presented above nicely operationalizes parental coordination over larger timescales. While many lines of evidence suggest that the benefit of parental coordination is a reduced predation risk, it is noteworthy that even in laboratory situations behavioral coordination between partners has been linked to improved reproductive success. For example, in the cockatiel (*Nymphicus hollandicus*), a gregarious Australian parrot, the coordination of activities prior to breeding was associated with improved fecundity during subsequent breeding periods ([@B168]). Additionally, in the common marmoset (*Callithrix jacchus*), an individuals' contribution to parental care is associated with hormonal synchrony and relationship quality ([@B66]; [@B64], [@B65]). The fact that parental coordination clearly affords a fitness advantage suggests there may be strong selection pressures supporting behavioral synchrony, although this could be consistent with the notion that coordination is more related to the sharing of parental duties than to monogamy.

Importantly while this section has focused on birds, numerous studies across a range of species highlight that behavioral compatibility generally improves reproductive success \[e.g., convict cichlid *Amatitlania siquia* ([@B105]); mound-building mouse, *Mus spicilegus* ([@B148])\]. In prairie voles, it is social rather than genetic monogamy that has been linked to increased reproductive success ([@B129]). However, it is also important to note that the coordination of parental duties is not unique to monogamous systems. Cooperatively-breeding species also actively coordinate nestling provisioning, form family-bonds, and display hormonal synchrony ([@B146]; [@B66]; [@B64], [@B65]; [@B156]). In colonial species, there is evidence that reproductive synchrony can promote affiliative relationships even outside of the pair bond ([@B26]). The interrelationship between patterns of sociality, parental care, parental coordination, and moment-to-moment behavioral synchrony could be disentangled by comparing closely related bird species across a range of social ecologies and mating systems.

What is particularly striking from the behavioral ecology work on birds is the extent to which brief social interactions actively coordinate parental coordination on longer timescales. In other words, these systems support the notion that behavioral coordination "scales up." This is striking because behavioral synchronization does not require active communication and negotiation ([@B49]). Many monogamous seabirds share incubation duties evenly ([@B20]) but there may be little room for such negotiation between partners in the timing of nest reliefs. In these species, the foraging partner waits to recover its body mass before returning to relieve the incubating partner, despite the fact that a delayed return may cause the incubating partner to abandon the nest ([@B44]; [@B34]; [@B193]). However, if we consider the number of bird species with nest-specific vocal displays \[red-winged blackbirds (*Agelaius phoeniceus*) ([@B14]); white-throated dipper (*Cinclus cinclus*) ([@B184]); black-capped chickadees (*Poecile atricapillus*) ([@B132]); European robin (*Erithacus rubecula*) ([@B173]); yellow warbler (*Setophaga petechia*) ([@B121])\], it seems likely that active negotiation is a more widely spread phenomenon than we realize. Across bird species, there is tremendous potential to investigate the relationship between moment-to-moment behavioral synchrony and life-long patterns of coordination. However, in order to do so, we need to better operationalize behavioral synchrony and coordination during brief social interactions across species and contexts.

Interpersonal Coordination in Humans {#S4}
====================================

While behavioral ecology research has largely focused on coordination of activities and movements across hours and days, research from psychology, sociology and anthropology, on humans has had a much stronger focus on moment-to-moment behavioral synchrony during brief social interactions. Such research has focused considerable effort on operationalizing and disentangling concepts associated with the emergent and dynamic nature of behavioral synchrony, or "interpersonal coordination" as it is commonly termed in humans. In human research, the notion that interpersonal coordination is used (intentionally or not) to establish social bonds and connections has existed for over a century, at least since 1912 \[([@B51]) cited in [@B153]\]. It has been recognized that the term coordination is difficult to define objectively. The term is used broadly and invokes the notion of harmonious working of multiple components ([@B15]), and carries connotations of cooperation, collaboration, and working-together. The challenge in operationalizing what is altogether obvious, yet surprisingly complex, is reflected in the wide range of specialized terms used to capture aspects of coordination and synchrony. There are over 15 terms used in the literature. In [Table 1](#S4.T1){ref-type="table"}, I define, give examples and key references for, many of these specialized terms. Overall, "coordination" is commonly used to encompass many dynamic and emergent aspects of different features of human social interactions, whereas "synchrony" is a more specialized term that captures the temporal alignment of activities.

###### 

Definitions of terms used to describe behavioral synchrony/interpersonal coordination in humans.

  **Term**                                       **Definition**                                                                                                                                                                                      **References**
  ---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------
  Interpersonal coordination                     During a social interaction, when the behaviors of individuals are patterned and synchronized; individuals displaying roughly the same behavior at the same time.                                   [@B104]
                                                 The coordination of postures and mannerisms between social partners.                                                                                                                                [@B182]
                                                 Can be divided into behavioral mimicry and interactional synchrony.                                                                                                                                 [@B17]; [@B153]
                                                 Spontaneous temporal synchronization of body movements and/or speech between individuals in a social interaction.                                                                                   [@B42]
                                                 When behaviors in an interaction are non-random, patterned, or synchronized in both timing and form.                                                                                                [@B17]; [@B42]
  Synchrony                                      To perform the same movement at the same time (*Synchronize).*                                                                                                                                      [@B171]
                                                 When two or more events happen at precisely the same time.                                                                                                                                          [@B119]
                                                 The coordination of movements between individuals in social interactions.                                                                                                                           [@B16]
                                                 Coordination of interpersonal behaviors.                                                                                                                                                            [@B149]
  Interactional synchrony                        The flow of movement in the listener is rhythmically coordinated to the flow of speech in the speaker.                                                                                              [@B39]; [@B40]; [@B96]
                                                 When the boundaries of the movement of the listener coincide with the boundaries of the movement of the speaker. The listener and speaker may be making different movements.                        [@B39]; [@B40]; [@B96]
                                                 The matching of rhythmic behaviors between individuals.                                                                                                                                             [@B149]
                                                 Precise speech-movement and movement-movement coordination between a speaker and listener.                                                                                                          [@B119]
                                                 Movement coordination during social interactions (syn with *interpersonal coordination).*                                                                                                           [@B15]
  Intrapersonal synchrony                        Synchronization of a person's body movements to their speech rhythm.                                                                                                                                [@B16]
  Interpersonal synchrony                        When the movements of two people overlap in time. However, interpersonal synchrony is not limited to behavioral synchrony, but includes synchrony on neural, physiological, and affective levels.   [@B153]
                                                 The matching of rhythmic behaviors between individuals.                                                                                                                                             [@B149]
                                                 The matching of behavior in form and time.                                                                                                                                                          [@B120]
                                                 When an individual synchronizes their rhythm and movement with another person with whom they are interacting.                                                                                       [@B16]
                                                 The temporary alignment of periodic behaviors with another person.                                                                                                                                  [@B30]
                                                 Instances when two peoples' movements are overlapping in time.                                                                                                                                      [@B153]
  Behavioral synchrony                           To perform the same action at the same time (*synchronous behavior*).                                                                                                                               [@B48]
                                                 Physically keeping together in time with others.                                                                                                                                                    [@B7]
  Phase synchrony                                *In-Phase Synchrony:* When the actions of each individual are simultaneously at equivalent points of the movement cycle (or a 0° relative phase relationship).                                      [@B95]; [@B112]; [@B153]
                                                 *Anti-Phase Synchrony:* When actions are simultaneously at opposite points of the cycle (or a 180° relative phase relationship).                                                                    [@B112]; [@B153]
  Behavioral mimicry                             When people engage in the same behavior (e.g., mannerisms, postures, motor movements) at the same time.                                                                                             [@B32]
                                                 *Non-conscious behavioral mimicry:* The unwitting imitation of another's behaviors.                                                                                                                 [@B104]
                                                 *Non-conscious behavioral mimicry:* Instances in which individuals enact movements previously engaged in by others within the context of a social interaction.                                      [@B179]
  Biological rhythms                             When one cyclical process is captured by and set to oscillate with another cyclical process.                                                                                                        [@B16]
  Motor-sensory interpersonal synchrony (MSIS)   Referring to both the synchronization of motor movements and the synchronization of sensory stimulation.                                                                                            [@B153]
  Synchronous multisensory experiences           When individuals have a synchronous sensory experience (e.g., experimental manipulation of touch).                                                                                                  [@B134]; [@B118]; [@B153]
  Movement synchrony                             Non-verbal behavior of one person is highly interrelated, coordinated, attuned, aligned, or synchronized with the non-verbal behavior of their interaction partner.                                 [@B15]; [@B177]; [@B2]
  Behavioral social synchrony                    The coordination of behavior between two individuals (synonym social synchrony).                                                                                                                    [@B99]
  Emotional contagion                            The automatic mimicry and synchronization of another's vocalizations, postures, and movements.                                                                                                      [@B84]
                                                 When a person reads, and spontaneously takes on the emotional and affective state of another.                                                                                                       [@B32]
  Behavioral entrainment                         The adjustment or moderation of behavior to coordinate/synchronize with another.                                                                                                                    [@B16]
  Bio-behavioral synchrony                       The coupling of individuals' physiology and behavior during moments of social contact.                                                                                                              [@B61]; [@B99]
                                                 The coordination of physiological and behavioral processes among affiliated members during social contact.                                                                                          [@B60]
  Brain-to-brain synchrony                       Correlations in patterns of brain activity between people.                                                                                                                                          [@B82]; [@B99]
                                                 *Brain to brain coupling:* The perceptual system of one brain can be coupled to the motor system of another.                                                                                        [@B83]

The terms presented here come from the fields of psychology, sociology and anthropology and are used to operationalize behavioral synchrony/interactional coordination. This is by no means an exhaustive list of terms used across these fields. The definitions provided in this table are taken with only the smallest changes possible to the wording of the given reference(s), to facilitate readability. From this range of terms, it is evident that there is considerable overlap across the social phenomena being described; however, the differences present across definitions reflect several key important features including: (1) the extent to which movements are temporally aligned and/or simultaneous, (2) the modality or domain of the behavior (and whether other biological or physiological processes are included), and (3) the intentionality underlying the behavioral interaction. It is also noteworthy that there are many instances where research is referenced using consistent terminology of the given manuscript (e.g., interpersonal synchrony), despite the fact that the original reference used a different term (e.g., interpersonal coordination). Additionally, many research articles use terms very generally with little or no definition provided. In particular, synchrony and coordination are often used without definition and/or in the definition of other terms.

From the range of terms presented in [Table 1](#S4.T1){ref-type="table"}, it is evident that there is considerable overlap across the social phenomena being described. However, these terms also capture key differences in dimensions or nuances of interpersonal coordination. The definitions reflect several key important features including, (1) the extent to which movements are temporally aligned and/or simultaneous, (2) the modality or domain of the behavior (and whether other biological or physiological processes are included), and (3) the intentionality underlying the behavioral interaction. However, both terms, synchrony and coordination, can also be used without precise definitions, apparently referring to the same overarching phenomena as well as in the definitions of more specialized terms. For consistency when discussing the range of research on human literature, I will use the term *interpersonal coordination*, \[i.e., spontaneous coordination patterns between people during social interaction ([@B16]; [@B42])\] to refer broadly to coordination/synchrony. A key premise in research on human interpersonal coordination is that the social interactions themselves, and not the individuals separately, are typically the unit of analysis ([@B158]). Importantly, interpersonal coordination is not limited to behaviors alone, but includes physiological and behavioral coordination, and is associated with perception of social success in these moments.

Here, I do not exhaustively summarize the extensive bodies of work on human interpersonal coordination \[see recent reviews and meta-analyses ([@B153]; [@B42])\]. Rather I aim to (1) provide evidence that humans are easily able to perceive and judge the degree of interpersonal coordination; (2) highlight the unified framework of bio-behavioral synchrony used in these bodies of work and emphasize the reciprocal relationship between physiology and interpersonal coordination; and (3) describe the consequences of interpersonal coordination for social relationships (romantic partnerships and pair bonds). Note that only for aim three will I restrict the discussion to references that have investigated interpersonal coordination between romantic couples, pair bonded individuals. Combined, this discussion is useful for elucidating the shared biological basis of features of synchrony and coordination across humans and non-human animals.

Operationalizing Interpersonal Coordination {#S4.SS1}
-------------------------------------------

A breadth of methodologies have been used to capture and quantify interpersonal coordination in humans (reviewed in [@B42]). These methods range from micro-analysis of video recordings and motion tracking to various physiological measurements. Some of the earliest work was done by coding video recordings frame-by-frame ([@B39]). Using this technique, researchers highlighted the precise temporal synchrony in movements that occur between speakers in a conversation even if they are not looking at each other ([@B96]). This early work emphasized the role temporal synchrony plays in marking who is participating in a conversation and thus its crucial role in social interaction across contexts ([@B96]).

Over the past several decades there have been many advances in technologies beyond frame-by-frame coding of videos. Now there are several different approaches for automatically scoring temporal synchrony in video recordings. Automatic detection methods have been employed for two decades ([@B75]), and continue to be used. These methods have been used across a wide range of social contexts: including to describe the relationship between interpersonal coordination and patient satisfaction in doctor-patient interactions ([@B147]), as well as to describe how interpersonal coordination is diminished when two people are arguing ([@B135]). Movement synchrony has also been captured using motion sensors, such as accelerometers, potentiometers, electrogoniometers, magnetic motion capture systems, and optical motion capture systems. Again, these methods are commonly used today and have been applied to many contexts. Such quantifications of behavioral synchrony or interpersonal coordination have also been linked to psychological factors (e.g., perceived self-other merging, entitativity, liking, and trust) ([@B134]; [@B118]; [@B153]; [@B182]). Importantly these behavioral measures are correlated with subjective feelings of synchrony, or connectedness between individuals ([@B110]; [@B138]).

Interpersonal coordination, as captured by a range of these above described methods, has been linked to a wide range of physiological measures, including respiration, heart rate, and galvanic skin response to patterns of brain activity. This has been termed bio-behavioral synchrony, which conceptualizes the interrelationship between behavioral and physiological measures of synchrony ([@B58]). Romantic partners, for example, have been shown to synchronize across these measures: respiration ([@B85]); heart rate ([@B107]); galvanic skin response ([@B33]); and brain activity ([@B99]). Combined, these varied methods have emphasized how integrated the phenomenon is across behavioral-physiological markers. Furthermore, they highlight the wide range of entry points to study interpersonal coordination across contexts.

Are We in Sync? The Perception of Interpersonal Coordination {#S4.SS2}
------------------------------------------------------------

Early research on interpersonal coordination cautiously made the assumption that aspects of synchrony were beyond human perception ([@B40]). Some of the earliest work developed objective criteria for scoring synchrony and experimentally demonstrated that interactional synchrony could be consistently rated by untrained observers ([@B16]). In these early experiments, the only guidance observers were given were brief instructions on how to score three aspects of synchrony:

1.  **Simultaneous movement** -- this reflects the quantity or degree of movement that appears to begin or end at the same moment. For example, if a mother begins to turn her head at the precise moment that a child lifts an arm off of a table, it is an instance of simultaneous movement.

2.  **Tempo similarity** -- assume that all people have built-in tempos or speeds at which their behavior is set (much like the tempo an orchestra follows at a concert). Rate the degree to which the two people in the clip appear to be "marching to the beat of the same drummer."

3.  **Coordination and smoothness** -- assume you are viewing a choreographed dance instead of a social interaction. How smoothly does the interactants' flow or behavior intertwine, or mesh evenly and smoothly?

    *As given in the rating* from page 246 ([@B16]).

Asked to rate social interactions on a scale of 0--9 for each of these three features of synchrony, observers were able to rate social interactions consistently, and expected patterns emerged: for example, mother-infant interactions were rated as being more in sync than those mothers with an infant that was not their own ([@B16]). Untrained observers were also able to rate the degree of interpersonal coordination when only shown the gross features of an interaction (body movements) without seeing the fine details, such as facial expressions and small movements (twitches) ([@B15]). Observer or participant ratings of interpersonal coordination are still commonly used today to investigate the role and impact of interpersonal coordination on a variety of social conditions ([@B30]; [@B101]; [@B110]; [@B138]; [@B102]). Importantly, a recognition of the salient features of interpersonal coordination has led to discoveries that interpersonal coordination can have positive behavioral outcomes even for those not involved in the interaction directly (reviewed in [@B182]).

Behavioral and Physiological Levels of Interpersonal Coordination {#S4.SS3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The interconnectedness of behavioral and physiological synchrony has been recognized for a long time, and such theories have been well developed, largely coming from early research on mother-infant attachments ([@B57], [@B58],[@B59], [@B60]). For mother-offspring relationships, the role of coordination of behavior and physiology on the developing affiliative bond is particularly striking. Through repeated social interactions, parents and offspring become increasingly responsive or sensitized to the physiological and behavioral cues of the other, forming an integrated mother-offspring unit that displays increasing synchronization and forges a selective and enduring attachment ([@B67]; [@B58]). The theory of *bio-behavioral synchrony* has been used to describe these embodied phenomena. During repeated social interactions, individuals' physiological responses such as heart rhythms, endocrine state, and brain activity become correlated and are shaped by the presence of the emerging parent-offspring bonds ([@B57], [@B58],[@B59], [@B60]).

Interpersonal Coordination, Prosocial Behavior and Pair Bonding {#S4.SS4}
---------------------------------------------------------------

It has long been known that humans are exquisitely good at synchronizing behaviors during brief social interactions. Adults are capable of behaviorally aligning with any conspecifics including family, romantic partners, friends (familiar conspecifics), and strangers ([@B58], [@B59], [@B60]; [@B178]). This is not surprising since humans are extremely social and maintain many affiliative bonds of varying degrees and types. Interpersonal coordination has been well-described across many types of social dyads including mother-infant, parent-child, doctor-patient, teacher-student, romantic partners, and strangers ([@B153]; [@B42]).

Across contexts, interpersonal coordination has been shown to signal interest and positive affect ([@B17]); facilitate cooperation ([@B190]); reflect the relationship of the social partners ([@B99]) and rapport ([@B104]); promote prosocial behavior; and galvanize members of a group to collaborate on tasks ([@B123]). A recent meta-analysis ([@B153]) summarized the results of 60 experimental studies that investigated potential functions of interpersonal coordination. Here the authors distinguish between both motor interpersonal synchrony (when individuals move in sync) and sensory interpersonal synchrony (when individuals receive a sensory stimulation at the same time). The 60 experimental studies either examined the effect of interpersonal synchrony on prosocial attitudes (i.e., perceived self-other merging, entitativity, unity, closeness, similarity, liking, and trust) and/or on prosocial behavior (i.e., cooperation, conformity, helping behavior, and other-related attention such as social memory). Across these studies, there is strong evidence that interpersonal coordination enhances both prosocial attitudes and behaviors. Importantly, the consequences of interpersonal coordination on prosocial attitudes does not appear to depend on whether the synchronization was intentional; although, intentionality may enhance the effect of synchrony on expressions of prosocial behavior ([@B153]). Such a general relationship between synchrony and prosociality may emphasize the role of interpersonal coordination in social bonding very generally. This also raises the question of how the behavioral-physiological process involved in interpersonal coordination between strangers is similar to those between romantic partners.

As with other affiliative relationships in humans, romantic partnerships (pair bonds) are characterized by interpersonal coordination. Similar to the formation and maintenance of parent-offspring relationships, the formation and maintenance of romantic partnerships is also characterized by a concordance in behavioral and physiological synchrony (biobehavioral synchrony) ([@B159]; [@B157]; [@B178]; [@B99]; [@B161]). Interestingly, some of these lines of evidence for biobehavioral synchrony between romantic partners comes from changes that occur in early parents. For example, in the first year of parenting, first time mothers and fathers develop correlations between circulating endocrine levels (oxytocin) ([@B62]), and such hormonal synchrony between mothers and fathers is predictive of family level behavioral synchrony ([@B72]). These phenomena parallel some of the patterns described with behavioral and hormonal synchrony in biparental birds, and raise similar questions about our ability to disentangle the coordination of shared parental duties from other aspects of a partnership.

Another useful comparison to understand the effect of romantic partnerships on interpersonal coordination comes from comparisons between romantic partners and strangers. Importantly, small differences in key aspects of micro-social interactions can have profound differences on physiological indicators of synchrony. [@B99] used hyperscanning EEG to investigate the connections between behavioral and neural synchrony (brain-to-brain coupling). They show that neural synchrony between couples is unique to periods of social interactions (i.e., is not present at rest) and is related to non-verbal cues between couples rather than speech and features of conversations ([@B99]). Couples and strangers did not differ in their overall affect (amount of time spent in positive affect) nor in topics of conversation or amount of time speaking. However, couples spent more time making eye contact, and neural synchrony was higher specifically during these periods of shared gaze. For strangers, neural synchrony was not elevated during periods of shared gaze, however, there was a correlation across dyads in the amount of social gaze and neural synchrony.

Summary {#S4.SS5}
-------

Extensive bodies of work have described the role of interpersonal coordination in human social connections and relationships. Here I have highlighted (1) some of the complexities and nuances that exist in operationalizing, defining and scoring aspects of coordination, (2) the awareness humans have of the extent to which dyads are synchronized, (3) the pervasiveness of synchrony, not only as a behavioral expression, but also as a behavioral-physiological phenomenon at the level of a dyad or group, and finally (4) the effect of pair bonding (and social bonding more broadly) on interpersonal synchrony. For this last point, it is particularly important to note that during very brief social interactions subtle behavioral exchanges can have striking impacts on human connectedness. Again, I want to emphasize that while brain-to-brain coupling in humans is linked to pair bonding, this type of synchrony is not simply an intrinsic response to being bonded, rather it is developed and cultivated over time through repeated social interactions and can also be achieved through other mechanisms such as shared memory or immediate responses to narratives ([@B82]; [@B35]; [@B109]; [@B123]).

A Case Study: Assessing Behavioral Synchrony During Brief Social Interactions in Zebra Finch Dyads {#S5}
==================================================================================================

Above I have discussed the extensive bodies of research from behavioral ecology highlighting the manner in which parental behavior is actively negotiated during brief periods of social interactions, suggesting that moment-to-moment behavioral synchrony may be a key aspect of monogamous partnerships. Furthermore, research from human psychology offers in-depth descriptions of how to conceptualize and operationalize moment-to-moment interactional synchrony and provides robust experimental evidence that behavioral synchrony during brief interactions is key to developing social connections and social bonds. Combined, the above two bodies of work raise the question of how moment-to-moment behavioral synchrony during brief social interactions is related to social bonding in birds and other animals.

Now I turn to some of my recent research, in zebra finches, where I quantify multimodal patterns of behavioral synchrony during brief greets (or reunions). My aim was to describe how pair bonding influenced patterns of behavioral synchrony outside of a breeding context. Greeting (reunion behavior) represents a social situation that is relevant as pair bonds mature (over time, and across breeding stages), as well as across social dyads (with pair bonded mates as well as other flock mates). Ultimately, greeting behavior may provide a relevant social scenario that could be compared across species. The two experiments I discuss below describe how behavioral synchrony (1) is affected by time (over the early stages of pair bonding), and (2) differs across social relationships.

The Ecology and Ethology of Zebra Finches {#S5.SS1}
-----------------------------------------

Zebra finches typically form life-long sexually monogamous pair bonds, but are also socially tolerant and breed and travel colonially ([@B19]; [@B195]). They engage in biparental care, and the male and female divide parental duties relatively evenly. Furthermore, zebra finches breed opportunistically and thus make breeding decisions at the level of the pair after integrating multiple social and environmental cues ([@B137]; [@B140]; [@B142]), making the need to coordinate behaviors and reproductive bouts particularly important. Finally, zebra finches have a large repertoire of affiliative behaviors, including dynamic calling behavior, which are used with their monogamous partner as well as other familiar conspecifics ([@B195]; [@B52], [@B53],[@B54]).

Zebra finch pairs do not hold and defend territories, and they remain gregarious. Interestingly, in the absence of an opposite-sex partner they will form equally strong social bonds with same-sex conspecifics, and in the laboratory it appears individuals can also maintain multiple social bonds ([@B1]; [@B53]; [@B176]). Because zebra finches are gregarious, they do not show the increased aggression toward novel opposite-sex individuals that marks the establishment of a pair bond in rodents as described in the introduction. Furthermore, traditional partner preference paradigms may not show selective preference for partners ([@B140]), although other behavioral assays clearly show that the monogamous bond is selective ([@B71]; [@B63]).

Assessing Multimodal Behavioral Synchrony in Zebra Finches {#S5.SS2}
----------------------------------------------------------

Given both the importance of behavioral coordination for monogamous partners during biparental care and the implication of behavioral synchrony broadly in supporting formation and maintenance of social relationships, one might predict that moment-to-moment behavioral synchrony is heavily affected by pair bonding. Furthermore, it would be natural to predict that behavioral synchrony is higher between monogamously bonded individuals than other social dyads. We tested these hypotheses by quantifying multimodal behavioral synchrony during brief social interactions (reunions or greets) ([Figure 1A](#S5.F1){ref-type="fig"}) in zebra finch dyads across social conditions ([@B141], [@B143]) ([Figures 1B,C](#S5.F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![**(A)** Schematic of the behavioral synchrony paradigm used to quantify behavior during social reunions (greets). The finer, moment-to-moment details of these interactions were quantified from single four-channel recordings of acoustic data from tie-clip microphones and movement data from piezo sensors attached to each perch. **(B)** Illustration of paradigm used to set up pairs. **(C)** We quantified behavioral synchrony during social reunions over the course of pair bonding \[initial pairing (4--72 hours), early pairing (within the first two weeks), and late pairing (\>4 weeks) (Left)\], and across different social relationships (Monogamous partners, familiar same- and opposite-sex dyads as well as novel same- and opposite-sex dyads). **(D)** Effects of pairing stage and prior experience on behavioral synchrony (temporal synchrony based on sliding correlation coefficients) of calls (left) and movements (right) ([@B143]). **(E)** Effects of social relationship on behavioral synchrony (temporal synchrony based on sliding correlation coefficients) of calls (left) and movements (right) ([@B141]).](fpsyg-11-01370-g001){#S5.F1}

Similar partner separation and reunion paradigms have been used in zebra finches previously ([@B145], [@B139]). We focused on the first 5 min of behavior during interactions or brief reunions following a short (about 3 min) separation or disruption. The finer, moment-to-moment details of these interactions were quantified by recording acoustic data from a tie-clip microphone and movement data from a piezo sensor attached to the perch of a smaller cage along with audio recordings using a single multi-channel Zoom recorder (F8) ([Figure 1A](#S5.F1){ref-type="fig"}). Pairs were allowed to freely form in mixed-sex flocks for 72 h ([Figure 1B](#S5.F1){ref-type="fig"}). Pair bonding was assessed visually each day: occurrences of selective affiliative behaviors (i.e., clumping, allopreening, and coordinated preening) were scored between individuals during 5 min behavioral observations. Four pairs clearly formed bonds during this time (paired), another four pairs were created from these flocks who were not strongly affiliative (weakly-paired), and two pairs were formed across flocks who had no prior experience with each other (force-paired).

As described throughout this review, there are many ways to quantify the coordination or synchronization of behavior. For these experiments we (1) quantified the similarity in activity levels between individuals within a dyad, (2) calculated sliding correlation coefficients of time-stamped calls (and movements) as a quantification of the temporal synchronization within a dyad, and (3) conducted principal component analyses on activity levels and sliding correlations coefficients (for calls and movements) to describe multimodal behavioral patterns.

With respect to the first hypothesis, we showed calling activity during greeting behavior was highest during initial courtship, and there was a general pattern of decreased activity across the three stages of pair bonding (initial, early, and late pairing) ([Figure 1C](#S5.F1){ref-type="fig"}). Despite differences in activity levels, the coordination of activities remained largely constant, however, the two pairs that were force-paired prior to the courtship recording were much less coordinated during the courtship phase (sliding correlation coefficient for calls and movements is shown in [Figure 1D](#S5.F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B143]).

With respect to our second hypothesis, we found greeting behavior was affected by social relationship. Familiarity, particularly with females, resulted in more robust and more coordinated greeting behavior. More specifically, monogamous partners, familiar opposite sex dyads, and female familiar same sex dyads were more coordinated in both calling and movement, compared to novel dyads and familiar same sex male dyads (sliding correlation coefficient for calls and movements is shown in [Figure 1E](#S5.F1){ref-type="fig"}; [@B141]). It is also notable that we consistently found females were more active than males, both with respect to call and movement rate ([@B141], [@B143]). These two results are consistent with each other in highlighting that prior social experience rather than pair bonding *per se* modulates moment-to-moment behavioral synchrony.

Summary {#S5.SS3}
-------

These experiments are an early step toward describing multimodal patterns of behavioral synchrony in mundane social interactions across social contexts. The results of the two experiments are consistent in that they suggest that behavioral synchrony is not necessarily enhanced between monogamous partners; but is heavily influenced by prior social experience. Overall, these findings are consistent with the patterns described throughout the review and suggest that behavioral synchrony plays a general role in social relationships rather than being specific to pair bonding. The research described above on behavioral coordination in biparental birds suggests that parental coordination may be more related to sharing parental care rather than being an artifact of pair bonding. Additionally, the research described above on interpersonal coordination in humans would be consistent with the notion that higher behavioral synchrony in romantic couples is due to shared experiences rather than an intrinsic consequence of the formation of the partnership.

Combined, these areas of research all point to the importance of shared experience. They suggest that research exploring the shared biological foundations of social alignment may provide a rich basis for comparative studies that investigate the functions of behavioral coordination across timescales, species, and contexts. Such investigations would no doubt require longitudinal studies relating interpersonal coordination (or multimodal behavioral synchrony) over time to other measures of behavioral and physiological synchrony between pairs. Here again, experimental approaches that quantify the effects of a disruption to partner coordination at one level (e.g., parental coordination) on other levels of partner coordination (e.g., hormonal or parental coordination) ([@B22], [@B23], [@B25]) would be important for disentangling different measures and consequences of behavioral synchrony across timescales.

General Discussion and Future Directions {#S6}
========================================

There are many challenges when it comes to expanding our understanding of pair bonding to incorporate the diversity that exists in pair bonding phenotypes. These challenges are multifaceted, but include: (1) many of the highly marked behavioral variables used are not applicable across contexts and species, (2) the ultimate functions as well as the behavioral and physiological mechanisms underlying pair bonding are confounded with biparental care, and (3) not all affiliative behaviors are equally important. Among a number of possible approaches, one general solution to all three of these challenges is identifying behavioral variables that are relevant across species and contexts. Here I propose using behavioral synchrony as a fundamental aspect of broader sociality, through which we can gain a deeper understanding of the diversity of pair bonding phenotypes across species and contexts.

Comparing patterns of behavioral synchrony in marked interactions of pair-bonded individuals (e.g., monogamous displays, courtship behavior, parental behavior) to behavioral synchrony in general social interactions (such as greetings) could offer a more detailed, nuanced portrait of the dynamic processes of social alignment. The patterns described in this review, including the role of active negotiation during brief social interactions on parental coordination, as well as the impacts of interactional synchrony on brain-to-brain coupling, suggest that behavioral coordination is seen across timescales and physiological levels. Thus, research on behavioral synchrony may prove invaluable for developing an understanding of how pair bonds change over time and are affected by social and environmental conditions. However, before comparing behavioral synchrony across contexts and species, further work needs to be conducted to determine how synchrony is related across behavioral-physiological levels. Importantly, such research needs to put synchrony within the context of pair bonding, and control for potential confounds that come from relating pair coordination to reproductive behavior. Such research lines will contribute to our understanding of whether moment-to-moment behavioral synchrony provides a basis for larger-scale behavioral alignment or vice versa.

When considering the interrelatedness of synchrony across behavioral-physiological levels, it is important to acknowledge that research on the neurobiology of behavioral synchrony is organized very differently than the research identifying neural circuits associated with social bonding. These two bodies of work offer very different perspectives on the neurobiological underpinnings of complex social dynamics. Research on the neurobiology of pair bonding has focused on identifying the key "players": the brain regions, circuits, and neuromodulators that are implicated in the formation of a monogamous bond ([@B4]; [@B1]; [@B127]; [@B47]). Neurobiology research on behavioral synchrony, on the other hand, has focused on relating behavioral synchrony to neural synchrony. For example, in the plain-tailed wren (*Pheugopedius euophrys*), neural recordings have demonstrated that the partners' synchronized vocal duet is associated with tight correlation in the partners' neural responses in a cortical brain region associated with vocal-motor integration ([@B69]; [@B38]). It is particularly remarkable to note that the synchrony of neural firing between mates occurs in response to the entire duet (both female and male components) as a whole, not to each individual component alone ([@B69]). It may be that combining these different perspectives on the neurobiology of social dynamics will prove valuable in expanding our understanding of the neurobiology of diversity in pair bond phenotypes. For example, recent research investigating the neurobiology of long-term pair maintenance in prairie voles has benefited from a similarly nuanced approach examining the consequences of pair bonding on brain and behavior ([@B160]). These approaches could be combined by studying the consequences of behavioral synchrony or dis-synchrony on neural circuits associated with pair bonding, and reciprocally by identifying the role of pair bonding on neural synchrony between individuals in a dyad.

At the beginning of this review, I suggested that it is easy to assume that behavioral synchrony is positively related to, and perhaps qualitatively unique in, monogamous partnerships. However, throughout this review i have emphasized that behavioral synchrony is critical for all types of social bonds. It is possible that there is something unique about how behavioral synchrony interacts with pair bonding. If there are unique characteristics of behavioral synchrony in pair bonded individuals, it is likely more nuanced than simply the degree of synchrony. For example, it is possible that monogamously bonded pairs more easily regain synchrony following a long-term separation, and/or that the consequences of disruptions to synchrony between partners are greater than disruptions to synchrony between non-bonded individuals. Again, detailed descriptions of brief social interactions and precise quantification and operationalization of behavioral synchrony are needed to determine whether there are in fact unique relationships between behavioral synchrony and pair bonding.

Alternatively, it is also possible that there is nothing specialized about behavioral synchrony during pair bonding. Perhaps what makes pair bonds unique is simply the cumulation of unique shared experiences associated with courtship, biparental care, and long-term coordination of activities and movements. If behavioral synchrony is indeed not specialized in monogamous partnerships, this would argue for a shift in how we conceptualize monogamous partnerships: away from seeing them as extreme and unique social bonds, and toward recognizing that they exist along a continuum of varied social relationships.

Combined, these data suggest that moment-to-moment behavioral synchrony is easily perceptible ([@B16]) and information rich ([@B52]; [@B22], [@B25]; [@B183]), and that, even outside of breeding periods, it may promote reproductive success, a traditional metric of pair bond success ([@B168]). The extent to which these patterns of synchrony hold within and across contexts and species remains to be tested. However, the existence of such a pattern suggests that regardless of whether behavioral synchrony is somehow specialized to monogamy, behavioral synchrony itself could be a metric of successful pair bonds. Various disruptions to behavioral synchrony could be assessed for their consequences on reproductive success, effects on frequency of extra-pair mating, effects on maintenance of other strong social bonds, and likelihood to divorce.

Altogether, there is overwhelming evidence that "moments matter," and that even brief social interactions can have profound effects on monogamous partnerships. The significance of this conceptual framework is a recognition that pair bonds, as well as of other affiliative bonds, are built upon *repeated* social interactions and experiences and that bonds are co-created in the interactions between individuals, making them intrinsically emergent and dynamic in nature.
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